Abstract: Planning snow removal is a difficult, infrequently occurring optimization problem, concerning complicated routing of vehicles. Clearing a street includes several different activities, and the tours must be allowed to contain subtours. The streets are classified into different types, each type requiring different activities. We address the problem facing a single vehicle, including details such as precedence requirements and turning penalties. We describe a solution approach based on a reformulation to an asymmetric traveling salesman problem in an extended graph, plus a heuristic for finding feasible solutions. The method have been implemented and tested on real life examples, and the solution times are short enough to allow online usage. We compare two different principles for the number of sweeps on a normal street, encountered in discussions with snow removal contractors. A principle using a first sweep in the middle of the street around the block, in order to quickly allow usage of the streets, is found to yield interesting theoretical and practical difficulties.
Introduction
Snow removal is an important problem in northern countries. It seems that changes in the weather are becoming more significant, and the yearly amounts of snow in Sweden changes very much. This means that last year's plan may not be suitable for this year. The need for making new plans seems to increase, which in turn gives a need for tools that help making good plans for snow removal.
In this paper we study the snow removal process in urban areas (with focus on the circumstances in Sweden, which we however believe is not very different from other countries). In Perrier, Langevin, and Campbell (2007) and Perrier, Langevin, and Amaya (2008) , the Canadian and North American situation is described.
A city is divided into areas. For each area, a contractor is hired to take care of the snow removal. There is no point in optimizing the snow removal for more than one area at a time, since the contractors do not cooperate. The street network in such an area is not huge.
We will study snow removal after a snowfall. A street that has been cleared of snow at one time is free of snow (for the rest of the time considered). In the paper Holmberg (2014), we give a detailed (and very complex) model for the complete snow removal problem. For practical purposes, this model is too difficult to be solved exactly. The problem of allocation of streets to identical vehicles is treated in Holmberg (2015a) . This may be a part of a multilevel decision process for producing good snow removal plans.
In this paper, we will study the optimization problem facing a single snow remover (i.e. the driver of a snow removing vehicle). We assume that it has been decided which subarea the driver should cover, i.e. which links that shall be treated by the vehicle. Other vehicles (drivers) will take care of other subareas, and we don't consider any interaction between the subareas/drivers. (This is more or less how it is done today in practice.)
The task is simply to plan the tour for the vehicle. In its most simplified form, it will be a Chinese postman problem. However, there might be both one-way and two-way streets, i.e. both directed and undirected links. Furthermore, there may exists links that don't need to be treated, but can be used for transportation of the vehicle.
A detail that has occurred in our discussions with Swedish contractors seems to be quite different from what is usually described in the literature, for example in Perrier et al. (2008) . That is that a normal city street is sometimes cleared three times, first in the middle, then on one side, and finally on the other. The two last sweeps must be done in the correct direction (on the right hand side of the street) but the first sweep can be done in any direction. This is a significant complication compared to the case when only one sweep in each direction is required. If that was the case, a street could be split into two directed arcs, each requiring one sweep.
The complication is not only that the number of sweeps is higher, but also that there are both directed and undirected sweeps. One may compare to the Chinese postman problem, where the directed (and the undirected) case is polynomially solvable, but the mixed case is NP-hard.
The middle sweep is done to enable traffic as soon as possible. Often the middle sweep is done around the block, before doing the sides, in order to make the streets usable. Therefore we don't want a plan that does all three sweeps on a street in direct succession before going on to the next street.
As in Holmberg (2014) , we will break down operations into unsplittable tasks. Examples of such tasks are the following.
• Clear the middle of a street.
• Clear the right side of a street.
• Clear the left side of a street.
• Clear the middle of a street a second time. (Only for wider streets.)
• Clear a turning space.
• Additional clearing at crossings.
There exists other tasks, such as clearing bicycle paths, pedestrian paths, bus stops etc, but they are usually done by other vehicles, and are not considered here.
An initial idea could be to group together the three sweeps of a street into one task, by always clearing the middle, left side and right side of a street in direct succession. However, this way we loose one of the main advantages of the middle sweep, so we will not do this here.
There are precedence constraints for some tasks. The middle of a road must be cleared before the left and right sides are cleared, and the streets leading to a crossing must be cleared before the final clearing of the crossing.
Most tasks have defined starting and ending points. Sometimes they are the same, for example for a turning space, and sometimes they are at opposite ends of a street.
Clearing the middle of a street can be done in any direction. This can be handled by defining this as two different tasks, one in each direction. Then these two tasks are grouped together, and we only require that one task in each group is done.
There are several possible objectives for this problem. One is to minimize the time until everything is ready. However, it is also interesting to minimize the transportation distance (while not clearing). The contractor that does the clearing might want to minimize the total cost for the operation. From an environmental point of view, one might want to minimize the pollution caused by the vehicle. However, many of these objectives are more or less the same, especially when only considering one vehicle. Minimizing the distance traveling while not doing anything useful will probably also in principle minimize the pollution, and it should also lead to a minimal finishing time. Therefore we will here use the first one, minimizing the final end time.
There might be a certain time needed for switching between two tasks, for example time for turning the vehicle around at the end of a street. The issue with turning penalties has been treated in for example Soler, Martinez, and Mico (2008) .
We need the following indata. We need to know the time (or cost) for each task, and the time (or cost) for each possible transportation link. We need to know start and end point of each task, and the time needed to switch between each pair of tasks/links, which includes times for turning.
The street network and all task characteristics can be found in different data bases, such as OpenStreetMap. See Holmberg (2015b) for details.
The times for tasks are known very approximately, based on an average speed for the vehicle. However, the operators will from now on be required to equip each vehicle with a GPS unit, which gives data from which we may extract times for all tasks. Task times will therefore be available with better and better accuracy. (Analyzing the GPS tracks will require map matching, which is treated in Holmberg (2015a) .)
The links are categorized according to the number of sweeps that are required to clear the street completely. In Holmberg (2015b), we give 8 link types, of which however the first three don't admit cars, and some make a difference whether or not they admit lorries. There is also a type for links not needing snow removal (i.e. when someone else takes care of that). Here we simplify it a bit by using only the following types.
• 1: Narrow street (needing only one sweep).
• 2: Small ordinary road (2 sweeps).
• 3: Normal ordinary road (3 sweeps).
• 4: Larger ordinary road (4 sweeps).
In Holmberg (2015b) we give details about how these link types are extracted from OpenStreetMap data.
From each link, we use its type to create a number of tasks. For a normal ordinary road there could be four tasks, out of which two form one group which corresponds to the undirected middle sweep. For narrow streets, the link task often is undirected, which gives a group with two tasks. Usually there is one task per node, which depends on the degree of the node.
Here we make a distinction between the (over) zealous snow remover, who uses three sweeps for ordinary roads (type 3), and other snow removers, who use only two sweeps on this type of road. We will study the effect of this difference, and will use the notation ZSRP for the (over) zealous snow remover problem, and SRP for the (more normal) snow remover problem.
Structures
In the most aggregated form, all the tasks connected with a certain street segment is aggregated into one task. This means that all the tasks (middle, left side, right side, crossing/turning point etc) are assumed to be done in sequence, and the time for this aggregated task is the sum of times for the detailed tasks. In order to simplify further, we assume that each task starts at one end of the street, and ends at the other.
If all streets in the network need to be treated, and they all are undirected, we have the standard Chinese postman problem. This problem is easily solvable to optimality with known methods. In principle one duplicates edges so that all vertices get even degree. If this is done at minimal cost, any Euler cycle in the resulting graph is an optimal tour.
If all street tasks are directed, we have a directed Chinese postman problem, which also is solvable with known methods. This can be the case when there are two tasks for each street, one in each direction.
However, if some streets are directed (one-way) and others are not, we have the more difficult mixed Chinese postman problem. One way of dealing with undirected tasks is to define a group with two anti-parallel directed tasks, and require one task in each group to be done. We then get the generalized Postman Problem, which is NP-hard.
If not all streets in the network need to be treated, we have the rural postman problem. As before, we can have undirected, directed and mixed versions of this problem. All of them are NP-hard, but for the undirected rural postman, there are efficient heuristics.
Going further into the details, there could be a disadvantage in having to turn a vehicle around on a small street. It might be more efficient to do one task for several streets, for example around the block, then turn around and do another task around the block again, then to do both tasks on each street before going on to the next one.
This gives a need for turning penalties. There are possibilities of extending the networks for handling turning penalties. They require directed arcs, and make the problem harder to solve.
There could also be precedence constraints between the different tasks. There are especially two cases which occur in our examples. One is when a street requires three runs of the vehicle, one in the middle, one on the left side and one on the right side. Then the middle run should be done first, before the other two. (In addition, the middle run may be done in any direction, even if the two side runs are directed.)
Another case concerns crossings and turning areas on dead end streets. Then all adjacent streets must be cleared first, and then additional work is made in the crossings and turning areas. More precisely, all tasks leading into a node must be done before the node task is done, while we allow outgoing tasks after the node task.
One might argue that the additional work at crossings should be done the last time the vehicle passes the crossing. However, before the plan is made, we don't know which task this will be.
Mathematical notation
In Holmberg (2014), we formulate a mathematical model for the detailed snow remover's problem. The model is based on the street network and discretization of time. We will not repeat the model here, but in principle one may use it, by simply removing the index for vehicles. Also some constraints dealing with the interaction between different vehicles will be removed. However, this model will not give an efficient way of solving the problem.
Let m denote the number of links in the network, n the number nodes, p the number of tasks, and g the number of groups.
We assume that the snow remover can do all the given tasks and that the vehicle can use all the given links. All other tasks and links are removed from the problem. What is left to decide is the order of the tasks and the tour for the vehicle.
Let us just define notation for the indata. G g : the set of tasks that belong to group g. g j is the group that task j belongs to. (G g = {j ∈ T : g j = g}) (Often one task is one group.)
: time needed for the vehicle to switch directly from using link l forwards to using link l ′ forwards.
for the time needed for the vehicle to switch directly between the links when one or two of then are used backwards. Switching times between tasks are calculated by identifying which links the tasks are done on.
Creation of tasks
Given the street network and the link types, we create the tasks that need to be done.
First we remove all links that cannot be used by the vehicle in question. Optionally we may also remove parts of the network that most certainly will not be used by the vehicle, i.e. parts that lie far away from the depot and the links to be cleared.
Then we step through all links and create the tasks and groups, depending on the link type. Each task gets a starting node, s T j , and an ending node, e T j , the time needed for doing it, and a group. If there are two tasks in the group, we also save the index of the other task in the group, since this is useful in the calculations. We also note the presence of predecessors and/or successors, as well as on which link the task takes place.
The number of link tasks is up to 6 for each link.
After this, we step through all nodes and construct the node tasks. There is one node task per node, but the time needed depends on the type of node (crossing, turning space). Also here we note all predecessors.
When all tasks are defined, we fill in the switching times between all pairs of tasks, and sum up all predecessors and successors to each task.
The exact total number of tasks is not known before we have gone though all links and checked their type. p will lie between 2m + n and 6m + n. (We assume that the most narrow links, needing only one sweep, are undirected, and thus will need a group.)
Solution methods

Lower bound
In Holmberg (2014) , several relaxations of the complete snow removal problem are described and tested. Here we only have one vehicle, and use the simple lower bound of summing up the total work that needs to be done. In other words, we ignore the need for a tour, i.e. omit all the transportation of the vehicle.
Finding a feasible solution
If the order of the tasks is given, we can find a correct and feasible solution to the problem as described below. (This will be a simplified version of a procedure we have used for several vehicles.) What remains to determine is the exact times at which the tasks will start and the movement of the vehicle between tasks (when they are not adjacent).
Let us here assume that the order is correct, i.e. that it is feasible to do the tasks in that order, without violating the precedence constraints. (We will return to the question of ensuring this later.)
We build up the tour by increasing the time t step by step. Let the order be given by o k giving the index of the k-th task to be done.
Consider a point in time,t, where the vehicle is positioned at a location, denoted by π, and the tasks o 1 − o k−1 are done. (In the beginning, it is located at the depot, π = D, and no task is done.)
The next task to be done is then o k . If s T o k = π, the vehicle is in the correct node for starting the task. Otherwise it has to move to that position. We then need to find the shortest path through the network from π to s T o k . This is enabled by initially finding the shortest path between all pairs of nodes with the method of Floyd-Warshall. Then we only need to extract the path by a recursive usage of the predecessor indices. (However, these distances will not contain the switching times.)
We then let the vehicle travel along these links. In each step, we keep account of the time. When a link is traversed och a task is made, we advance the time according to what is needed by the link or task. Here the switching times are taken into account, since we know between which links the vehicle travels.
The vehicle is marked busy for the following d T j time periods after starting task j, and for d L l time periods after starting transportation on link j.
The tour is started and ended at the depot.
Let us now give an algorithm for this. Let t V denote the "freeing time" for the vehicle, i.e. when it will be free for new tasks.
As preprocessing we have calculated the shortest distance between any two nodes i and j. This also gives p ij which is −1 if the shortest path between nodes i and j is the direct link from i to j, and equal to k, if the shortest path from i to j goes from node i to node k (and on towards node j).
1. Let t = 1 and π = D. Let t V = 1. Let k = 1. 4. If all precedences for task o k are not made, the order given does not obey the precedence requirements. Quit the procedure, and change the order.
The next task to do is
5. If π = s T j , the vehicle must travel from node π to node s T j . Use the predecessor index for the shortest path, p(π, s T j ), to identify the next link in the path, l. 6. Use link l:
. Set k = k + 1. Go to 2.
Asymmetric traveling salesman problem formulation
A lot of research has been done on the traveling salesman problem, and efficient codes exists, so a natural question is if that work can be used for our problem. For this purpose, we formulate the following ATSP (asymmetric traveling salesman problem). First create a "task graph" by introducing two nodes for each task, and a directed arc from the starting node to the ending node, see figure 1.
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Figure 1: Task arc.
Then we connect the end nodes of the "task arcs" to the start nodes by adding arcs representing the minimum cost path from each end node to each start node. Especially, when the two "task nodes" represent the same node in the street network, the arc cost is zero. We avoid adding arcs that may not be used because of precedence requirements.
This gives a directed graph where each start node of a task arc only has one leaving arc, the task arc itself, and each end node only has one incoming arc. Since each task must be done once, this means that each node must be passed exactly one, thus we have an ATSP, see figure 2. If task 1 must precede task 2, we do not include arc (T2b,T1a). Turning penalties are easily handled by this approach by simply adding this cost to the relevant arcs.
A solution to this ATSP gives an order in which the tasks should be made. However, even if direct arcs violating the precedence requirements are removed, the solution is not certain to obey the precedences. If the order for a vehicle breaks the precedence constraint, we may reorder the problematic tasks.
Tasks with precedence relations are adjacent. Assume that task 1 must precede task 2. Since one can't go directly from 2 to 1, the tour must visit a third task (3) between them in order to violate this precedence. Task 3 will not be adjacent to both task 1 and 2, so there will be an additional cost to do so. Often that tour will not be cheapest, and thus will not be obtained. This reasoning makes violated precedences unlikely for link tasks within the tour for one vehicle.
Unfortunately this is not true for node tasks, since it all takes place at the same node. Therefore, a node task may well occur before the corresponding link task.
The distances used in the ATSP are based on shortest path distances in the street network, which may not exactly reflect the final solution time.
A so far unanswered question is how to handle the undirected tasks, modeled by the groups. This yields a case of the generalized ATSP, where one node from each set must be visited.
Luckily there exists a reformulation from a generalized ATSP to a normal ATSP, Noon and Bean (1993) . One adds zero cost arcs in a cycle between the nodes in a set, and switches the outgoing arcs one step along the cycle. The thought is that one enters a node, i, in the group, takes the free (artificial) tour in the cycle within the group, and leaves at the node just preceding node i in the group cycle. This is interpreted as entering and leaving the group at node i, and not visiting any other node in the group.
For our special graph, we note the following. All sets include only (at most) two nodes. Consider tasks 1 and 2, of which only one needs to be done. We do not include the arcs (T2b,T1a) and (T1b,T2a), since these arcs can only be used if we plan to do both tasks. T1a and T2a constitutes one set, and T1b and T2b the other, so we add arcs connecting these pairs of nodes.
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In addition the outgoing arcs from T1b and T2b are exchanged. The resulting tour leaves a group at "the other" node. This yields a good way of handling the difficulty with groups.
In the figure above, entering node T1a, going to T2a, then traversing to T1b, and then leaving via node T2b, means doing task T1.
It is unlikely that both (Ta1,T2b) and (T2a,T1b) are used, since it costs nothing to go between T1a and T2a and between T1b and T2b. However, in degenerate cases this may occur. Therefore we may add a constant to all such task arcs, so that they don't get used unnecessarily.
In order to enforce a visit to the depot, we include a separate node representing the depot. From this node, we include arcs to all starting node that may come first in the tour, i.e. those that have no predecessors. Likewise, we include arcs to the depot node from all ending nodes that may come last in the tour, i.e. those that have no successors. The costs on these arcs are the shortest distance between the nodes (which is equal to zero if they are the same node).
The increase in graph size due to the depot is moderate. The number of nodes is only increased by one, but the number of arcs is increased. To solve the resulting ATSP, we can use a heuristic like LKH, Helsgaun (2000) .
Occasionally the tour received was the wrong way, so in these cases the tour was reversed. We also translate the tour so that it starts at the depot.
Then the tour was followed and the tasks were identified. It can be noted that all task arcs go from left to right, while all transportation arcs go from right to left. The group construction described above disturbed the clean structure somewhat, but it is still easy to identify in which order the tasks were passed.
We also keep the interpretation of the tour in the original nodes, and add the additional nodes passed in transportation.
It turned out that node tasks often were misplaced with regards to the precedence requirements. The ATSP-tour may place a node task at any time the correct node was passed, while the correct placement would be at the last time the node was passed.
Furthermore, the choice of which task in a group to make was sometimes incorrect with regards to the adjacent node task. A node task can be made after the vehicle has cleared that last link leading into the node, while it is allowed to clear links leaving the node after the node task is made.
Therefore we found it best to recreate the task order, while following the proper tour (in the original nodes) around. When doing this, the first task encountered in a group was done, which corrected these errors. Furthermore, the node tasks were inserted in proper order, at the last passage of the node.
A variation of the method is to skip the node tasks when creating the ATSP graph. This gives a tour without the node tasks, but with all other tasks. The node tasks are then inserted at the proper place, when doing the re-tasking.
There still remains an occasional problem. For a normal road (type 3) the ZSRP tour passes a link three times, not all in the same direction. We must then let the first pass be the middle sweep, and if the two later passes are in different direction, this works. However, if the first sweep is in one direction, and the following two is in the other, this will fail. The change would require that one of the later sweeps change direction, which will change the tour.
We however found it best to insert the last task in the proper direction as early as possible, with respect to precedences. We then afterwards need to use transportation back to where the tour continues. This makes the solution slightly worse, but is the only simple way we can make sure that the precedence requirements are obeyed.
The size of the graph is the following. We have two nodes for each task plus one for the depot, so we get 2p + 1 nodes. There are p task arcs, and we will add 4 arcs for each group with more than one task, of which there is not more than 2m. Then we add up to 2p arcs to and from the depot (in practice much less). Finally we add at most an arc from each node in the second level to each node in the first level, which yields p 2 arcs. We recall that p is almost 6m + n. In complexity terms, p is O(n 2 ), so the number of nodes in the ATSP-graph is O(n 3 ). Summing up, the growth in problem size is polynomial, and the graph is not complete.
A small numerical example
Let us now give a small example for illustration. The network consists of two links, one from node 1 to node 2 with type 3 and length 236 m, and one from node 1 to node 3 with type 2 and length 275 m. The depot is at node 1. Furthermore, we have turning place time 4 and crossing time 2, while the task time is 1.0 + 0.006 * t, and the transportation time is 1.0 + 0.005 * t, where t is the length of the link. Time for turning is 1 for a u-turn and 0 otherwise.
In the ZSRP, link (1, 2) gives rise to four tasks (T1, T2, T3 and T4), two in each direction, where the first two (T1 and T2) represent the middle sweep and form one group, while the other two (T3 and T4) give one group each. Link (1, 3) gives rise to two tasks (T5 and T6), one in each direction, in different groups.
Finally there are three node tasks (T7, T8 and T9), one at each node, where the tasks at This yields a total of 9 tasks and 8 groups. Precedences are the following. The middle sweep, group 1 (tasks T1 or T2), must come before tasks T3 and T4. All incoming tasks to a node must come before the node task, so tasks T1 and T3 must come before task T8, tasks T2, T4 and T6 must come before task T7, and task T6 must come before task T9.
Constructing the directed graph for the ATSP, we first add the 18 start and end nodes for each task, plus one node for the depot, and insert the task arcs (1, 2), (3, 4), . . . , (17, 18). We thus have a starting node with odd number and an ending node with even number for each task. The costs on these arcs are equal to the time needed for doing the tasks. We note which "real" node each ATSP node corresponds to. Here, nodes 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14 and 19 correspond to real nod 1, etc.
Then we add arcs from each task ending node that may be last in the tour, i.e. tasks that have no successors, which in this case are the nodes 14, 16 and 18, to the depot node. We also add arcs from the depot node to each task starting node that may be first in the tour, i.e. tasks that have no predecessors, which in this case are the nodes 1, 3, 9 and 11. The costs on these arcs are set to the distances, After this step we have 16 arcs. Figure 3 show the graph after this step. Now we add arcs connecting the tasks. First we add arcs with cost zero between each task ending node and task starting node that correspond to the same real node. Figure  4 show the graph after this step.
Then we add arcs from task ending nodes to task starting nodes with costs equal to the distance between the corresponding real nodes. (We don't have a picture of this graph, as it becomes quite cluttered.)
We do not add arcs from the ending node of a task to the starting node of a second task, if the second task must precede the first. Likewise, we do not add arcs between tasks in the same group, since they will never be both done. One may also refrain from adding a link between two tasks, if we know that another task must be done between them. We have however not implemented this test.
Disregarding the depot node, the graph can be drawn as a bipartite graph, with all task arcs going from left to right, and all transportation arcs (including the ones representing the same real node) going from right to left. At this stage, there are no arcs within the two node sets. There is only one outgoing arc from each nod in the left set, and only one incoming arc to each node in the right set, and these are the task arcs.
(If we wish, we may double the depot node, and use a task arc for this too, so that it can be inserted into the same bipartite structure.)
After this, we modify the graph with respect to the groups. In this example, only tasks T1 and T2 form a group. We therefore add zero cost arcs in both directions between nodes 1 and 3, and between 2 and 4. Then we shift the task arcs, so that task arc T1 goes from node 3 (instead of 1) to node 2, and task arc T2 goes from node 1 (instead of 3) to node 4. Finally we swap all outgoing arcs between nodes 2 and 4. This is shown in figure 5 .
In this graph, doing task T1 will mean that the tour enters node 1 (the "correct" one), but then goes to node 3, then to node 2 and then to node 4, and continues from there (the "wrong" node).
In this example, this gives a total of 80 arcs. The corresponding ATSP is solved by LKH in much less then 0.1 seconds (which is zero in the output of the code).
The tour received from LKH is 1 3 19 14 13 12 11 18 17 10 9 8 7 16 15 6 5 2 4. However, the direction is wrong, so we turn the tour around. Furthermore we shift the tour so that it start with the depot node, 19. We then get the tour 19 3 1 4 2 5 6 15 16 7 8 9 10 17 18 11 12 13 14. It is shown in figure 6 . The dashed line between node 2 and 5 denotes a transportation between two different nodes.
Then we check the precedence requirements. In some cases, they are satisfied, but usually not. In that case, we follow the tour in the real nodes, and insert the tasks as early as possible. Often this means shifting node tasks to the last visit of the node, and occasionally changing which task in a group is done.
After this, we have a correct order, and end by using the procedure for finding a feasible solution, complete with exact times for each task etc. In this example, the solution is as follows. Do task 1 (1 -2) at time 1 -3, do task 3 (2 -1) at time 3 -5, do task 2 (1 -2) at time 5 -7, do task 7 (2 -2) at time 7 -11, use link 1 backwards (2 -1) at time 11 -13, do task 4 (1 -3) at time 13 -15, do task 8 (3 -3) at time 15 -17, do task 5 (3 -1) at time 17 -19, do task 6 (1 -1) at time 19 -21.
This yields a total cost (time) of 21. The lower bound calculated is 18. (However, we believe that the solution is optimal.) The solution time is 0.003 seconds.
Doing the same with the SRP, the first group is not needed. We then get 7 tasks and no group (with more than one task). We have 15 nodes, and the task arcs and depot arcs now sum up to 14. After adding all connection arcs, we get 52 arcs. The optimal objective function value now is 17, and the solution time is 0.002 seconds. 7 Computational tests and evaluation
Implementation
The methods were implemented i C, and the tests were run on an Acer Aspire X3 X3995 3.4GHz, running Linux, Fedora Core 17. The machine has four CPUs, but only one was used in the test runs. The asymmetric traveling salesman problems were solved with the excellent heuristic LKH, Helsgaun (2000) , and data communication was made via files.
Test problems
The method was tested on two groups of problems, one with artificial, rather small networks, called mini, and one with small cities and parts of cities obtained from OpenStreetMap. Details of the extraction process can be found in Holmberg (2015b) . A certain filter was applied to the OSM-data, leaving only streets (highways) suitable for cars, but not items labeled "cycleway", "pedestrian" and "footway". Some other preprocessing was done, for example eliminating nodes with degree two by simply adding the two adjacent links into one. Therefore the curvature of the link is not visible, but the distance is correct.
Furthermore the cities were divided into parts, suitable for one vehicle. For this, a procedure as the one described in Holmberg (2015a) can be used.
Finally some nodes with degree one were eliminated, as these parts are uninteresting for optimization, since there is in principle only one way of treating them. In the future, we will develop a procedure than automatically removes all subgraphs that are trees, makes a plan for them separately, and adds these parts afterwards. Presently, only the most obvious parts of the graphs were removed, but many nodes with degree one still remain. We have removed some instances (very small cities), since they in essence only were trees.
Problem set 1 is used in order to enable detailed analysis of the model and solutions, while problem set 2 obviously contains more realistic instances, and are considered as our main tests.
In the real networks, we often found that parts of the cities were almost separable, with only one or very few links connecting the parts. In such a case the routing can be done separately in the different parts. Either the parts are done by different vehicles, or the tour for one vehicle is obtained by first doing the tour for one part and then adding the tour for other part. This will not make the solution much worse, and it is not efficient to optimize in unnecessarily large graphs.
In figure 7 , we show the network atvid, and in figure 8, we show how the network was divided into three separate parts, where the routing can be done separately. As can be seen, the separation is very natural, with very few links in common. In figures 9 -12, we give pictures of some of the mini networks, and in figures 13 -20, we give pictures of some of the city networks. 
Computational results
We have done computational tests to see if the realistic instances can be solved in reasonable time. We also wish to compare the ZSRP and SRP, both when it comes to difficulty (solution time) and cost (objective function value).
The computational tests on problem set 1, "mini", are presented in table 1 for the ZSRP  and in table 3 for the SRP. The tests on problem set 2, the city parts, are presented in table 2 for the ZSRP and in table 4 for the SRP.
In the tables we give m, the number of nodes, n, the number of links, p, the number of different tasks, pg, the number of groups, low, the lower bound, an, the number of nodes in the resulting asymmetric traveling salesman problem, aa, the number of arcs in the resulting asymmetric traveling salesman problem, atim, the time needed for solving the asymmetric traveling salesman problem as reported by LKH, obj, the objective function value of the final feasible solutions, and time, the total solution time (including atim).
Our first conclusion is that the mini-cases are solved very quickly, in fractions of a second. The larger instances take longer time, and the time is completely dominated by the time to solve the ATSP. On the other hand, all instances are solved in less than 30 seconds, so it is perfectly possible in practice to solve them each day, before starting the work.
Comparing SRP and ZSRP in tables 2 and 4, we find that both solution times and objective function values are decreased in SRP. Taking the first problem, askeby, as an example, the solution time was decreased from 3.53 seconds to 0.73 seconds. The objective function value, i.e. the snow removal time, was decreased from 367 to 293.
We have also done some tests where the node tasks are not included in the ATSP graph. Only the link tasks are included, which gives a smaller graph. The node tasks are then inserted correctly in the "re-tasking" phase. The reason for this is that we often ended up ignoring the positions of the node tasks, since they often were misplaced. This way we can save some time. The objective function value of the ATSP will then be too Table 5 : Results for problem set 1 with ZSRP without node tasks in ATSP.
low, since the time for the node tasks are missing. However, the final solutions will be correct, with the correct objective function value.
Comparing tables 2 and 6, we find that the solutions times were decreased, in many cases approximately by a factor of two. The solutions, represented by the objective function value, were quite similar, although with some slight variations, which we believe are random effects of the heuristics.
Comparing tables 4 and 8, we find the same kind of differences, lower solutions times, and in principle the same solutions. For the first example, askeby, the solution time was decreased to 0.41 seconds.
It is thus clear that it is possible to save time by omitting the node tasks in the ATSP graph, and add them afterwards.
We draw the following conclusions of the tests. The mini-problems are all solved very quickly, the maximal time was around 0.1 second, and are too easy to give significant differences between the different variations. The city instances took longer, but never more than 30 seconds for ZSRP including node tasks in the ATSP. Almost all the time was spent in the ATSP solver, where problems with up to 1200 nodes and 265 000 arcs were solved.
Comparing the ZSRP with the SRP, we find several significant differences. The solution time is reduced significantly, when omitting the third sweep. A reduction factor of 10 is common. For the example atvid-a-1, the number of nodes was reduced from 1187 to 955, but the solution time decreased from 24 to 12 seconds, while for atvid-a-2, the number of nodes went from 911 to 527, and the solution time from 14.5 to 0.6 seconds.
Also the optimal objective function value shows a clear difference. In the two example mentioned above, from 658 to 551, and from 526 to 355. It is clearly more expensive to use a third sweep, i.e. it takes longer before all streets are cleared completely.
Omitting the node tasks in the ATSP solution gives shorter solution times. For the most difficult instance, atvid-a-1, the solution time was decreased to 5.4 seconds. while all other instances were solved in around one second or less.
Conclusions
We have constructed a solution method for the (over) zealous snow remover problem, based on a reformulation to the asymmetrical traveling salesman problem, combined with a reordering procedure and a solution finding procedure. Realistic test problems have been solved in quite reasonable times.
We find that the over zealous snow remover is faced with a more difficult optimization problem, both in theoretical and practical terms, than the normal one. The solutions are clearly more expensive. In practical terms, one should consider carefully if the middle sweep is motivated. On the other hand, the problem is not impossible to solve.
It is hard to measure the practical advantages of the middle sweep. In case of a severe snow storm, it could be impossible for cars to use the streets before the first middle sweep, and then it is well motivated. Otherwise it is probably not motivated. We note that it actually delays the point in time when everything is finished.
For these reasons, we do not give any general advice about the middle sweep. In this paper, we instead make a quantitative comparison of the two cases, in order to give some decision support for the contractors that have to make the decisions in practice.
